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Sync-Global 
www.sync-global.com 
The expert consulting associated teams, globally. 
 
Corporate profile: https://sync-global.com/about 
 
About Sync-Global. 
 
The Vancouver based invested-consulting-associating has its India business operations 
active for more than 21 years. It has specialization in Corporate-Business-Consulting 
and Investor-Asset- Management offerings to its client organizations vide its contracted-
partners and projects. 
 
It’s partner-strategy-consulting teams with specialized skills in respective functions; work 
alongside top organisation-managements to achieve business-transformations and 
supports start-ups and established projects alike, unlocking full value of the engaged 
organizations, teams and individuals. 
 
Sync-Global associated consulting-teams at India (IN Region), Canada (CN-Region), UK 
(EU-Region), Australia (AU-Region) with new upcoming locations; have been a perpetual 
bridge between clients and investors to support their journey to an easy transition and 
seamless functionality leading smaller businesses to expand or help-merge for better 
performance. 
 
As a result of these collaborations, the associated and contracted consulting firm teams at 
Sync- Global support to solve complex business and people challenges, including human 
capital management and funding with asset-based requirements. 
 
The Sync-Global client base includes corporate and private business constructs through its 
direct and invested firms vide contracted partners at India and abroad. We, at IN-Region 
and abroad are also exploring Government business interests vide our partners. 
 
The global team of engaged consulting members come with strong credentials and 
endorsements from expert industry leaders. They bring to the table, a team of highly 
specialized domain experts from diverse backgrounds, spread across multiple geographies, 
who design and deliver solutions in the core areas: integrated business solutions and 
transformation, purpose institutionalization, building winning teams, leadership culture and 
re-imagining systems & processes sufficing organizational fund and asset co-management 
requirements.  
 
Some of the flagship offerings include core business consulting, fund and asset co-
management, critical operational needs, succession, digital transformation roadmap, human 
capital management including new active special division focusing on mental health & 
wellness. Vide our partners, we are also foraying in field of the art-trading and its asset-
management systematics. 
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Experience You Can Count On. 
 
Sync-Global is a trusted association of business consulting experts contracting business 
strategy consultant members to launch business projects successfully. 
 
Team Sync is accredited as one of the best teams for Strategy, Business planning, 
Budgeting & Consulting functions. We have our expertise in process control, cost efficiency, 
productivity and associated business launch activations. 
 
 
Pronunciation and synonyms: 
 
Sync-Global is pronounced at Sync hyphen Global to maintain its unique digital online 
footprint and special respected identity amongst its global-clients. #TeamSync (as one 
word) is also pronounced as Hashtag Team Sync and represents the most valuable-asset 
of Sync-Global- its functional expert consulting teams, globally. 
 
Experts in Mergers, Acquisitions, Evaluations, Audits, Task Management, 
Realignment and Compliance. 
 
Team Sync supports clients and industry to support their journey to an easy transition and 
seamless functionality leading smaller businesses to expand or help merge with industry 
leading corporations. 
 
 
Team Sync Clients at India. 
 
Sync-Global / Team Sync clients and associates span in varied industries like 
manufacturing, healthcare, luxury, aviation, services (small and big), OEMs, 
automotive clients and their partners, ranging from real estate, home automation, 
retail, white goods, banking, finance, insurance, IT industry to art, entertainment, 
thrill and more. Sync-Global ensures personalized consulting support in various critical 
spheres shortlisted. 
 
The expert teams support with comprehensive end-to-end business consulting, collaborative 
sales and marketing support including complete strategy, planning and execution of phased 
launch of entrusted projects. For example, the real estate and strata management IN-
Region teams endorse mega-brands like DLF, Emaar, Leela-Raheja JV, Wave group and 
more at NCR region plus spanning west-side of Indian territory like ABIL and allied tycoons 
at Mumbai, Pune and rest of Maharashtra region. 
 
The expert consulting teams have also been handling, through their consulting team 
members; major assignments and associations with super brand partners in the critical 
fields of healthcare, Hospitals and its Promoter Groups, Finance and Insurance, 
Manufacturing, Automotive and their OEMs, Hospitality Industry, Retail industry like Adani, 
financial super-brains like HSBC JVs, Reliance Capital group companies, HDFC group, Aditya 
Birla group promoted financial ventures and alike. 
 
Specialized associates and Fx-consulting team members have also supported co-consulting 
at automotive luxury brands along with support for their direct associates/partners for 
brands like BMW, Audi, MB, ISUZU, Harley-Davidson, Triumph, Motorrad, JCB, Renault to 
name a few. 
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#TeamSync consulting members have been associated with many organised global groups 
like Johnson & Johnson Ltd., Radio Australia and more. Alcatraz Media and in-house 
invested/associated companies specialize in engineering, healthcare, trading, art and even 
client activation-support-functions line adventure and curations required for business 
growth; promoted by partners like Alcatraz, Globebusters and Mountain Goat. It’s worthy to 
mention here that #TeamSync associates and partners take key support from our in-house 
people management expert consulting teams to recruit best talent in the industry while 
aligning strategic business consulting projects. 
 
 
Invested stakes. 
 
Sync-Global has the Vancouver based SHL as their key promoter owning 51% stake in its 
global contracted-operations, having footprints in major cities of India at multi-locations 
across the region.  
 
The Team Sync clients span from premium real estate to luxury connect product-
line ranging from automotive, aviation to information & technology. The services 
include comprehensive-consultation to help identify gaps and opportunities, an in-depth 
analytical report that includes a project plan with agreed timelines and milestones, a cost-
analysis and a validated schedule. The associated consulting-teams at Sync-Global offer a 
suite of quality business tools that help the client get on-top of their subject and agenda- 
quickly and smoothly. 
 
The strata management arm of Sync-Global; Fareal-Global; also manages assets at India 
and abroad worth 42 million dollars as for Year 2021. 
 
 
An introduction on functionality: 
 
Sync-Global (IN-Region) synonymous with #TeamSync, is an “association of mutually 
contracted-consultants” incepted on 16th August 2000 at New Delhi, India vide mutual-
contracts and may not directly transact with clients as a registered legal-entity wrt 
invoicing or charges applicable for executing material-good-sales, product-handling, or 
client work-transactions; yet for IN-Region. 
 
#TeamSync functionality is based on partner-contracts, empanelment, and term-bonds 
with reverse-mechanism of charging-professional-fee vide partners for our clients 
vide: 
 
1. Mutually-contracted, lien-marked escrow bank-current-account(s) 
2. Respective registered co-consultant current bank account(s) 
3. or strata management real-estate and asset-management team-account(s) for associate, 
Fareal-Global 
 
The details about us, https://sync-global.com/about; can be achieved by visiting our official 
website, https://sync-global.com with respect to the undertaken consulting-operations 
and client-asset-management tasks. 
 
The list of empanelled partners can be achieved by visiting our official website: 
https://sync-global.com/partners 
 
Our current/escrow managed-bank-accounts in India are maintained with mutual-lien 
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authorisations at The State Bank of India, Kotak Bank and HSBC for official-use. 
 
Our Non-IN Region consultants maintain similar association-funds and securities vide 
registered mutual contracts and bonds at Julius Baer Bank which is regulated by FINMA. 
Same is used by our Investors and co-consultants for international fund management for 
official-use. 
 
For the purpose of association transactions, we use IN GSTIN for charging any 
mutual-professional-fee towards joint-consulting-charges and strata-management-fee for 
any internal or co-consulting reimbursement requirements. 
 
Mutual entity-association Sync-Global (IN-Region) 
IN-Region GSTIN for inter-office use only 06AALPG3085G1ZR 
MSME ID 6345301020-GGUDA 
MSME Number UDYAM-HR-05-0005764 
 
 
The transition of commercial and organisations structure from Year 2000 to Year 
2022. 
 
Basis the assessed requirements of perceived-direct-invoicing for our clients; undertaking 
direct-sales tasks and associations w.e.f year 2021 at India; by our co-consultants and by 
intent and encouragement of our core-investing team, SHL based at CN-Region with co-
stake holders at EU-Region; we will be forming a formal registered legal entity for the IN-
Region; Sync-Global (India) Pvt. Ltd starting; 31st March 2022 which will migrate the 
operations based at India to this new stronger and more organised entity in-phases. 
 
 
This change will entitle Sync-Global teams (#TeamSync Members) to designate Investing 
Associated Co-Consultants (IACC) as Co-Directors with a formal share-holding pattern and 
formal incomes.  
 
The pattern will also initiate designating the Non-investing Associated-Consultants (NIAC) as 
Business Consulting Members-Fx. 
 
 
Team Sync Expansion plans at territories beyond current operating locations at 
IN-Region, CN-Region, EU-Region and AU-Region. 
 
Sync-Global co-consulting associated firms in India and abroad are mutually exploring 
partners to expand operations at more cities, globally. 
 
More information can be achieved by emailing us at support@sync-global.com 
 
 
 
End of communication: Ver Sync/IN-Region/Jan-Dec 2021/Ver-1.01A/Int/1.02 


